
 

 
 
 
 

at 

Georgia National Fairgrounds -  Perry, GA  

hosted by Macon Kennel Club 

May 13-16, 2021 

“How fast can my dog run?”  Many owners have found themselves wondering that at one time or 

another. Well, the American Kennel Club has devised an exciting sport to help answer that 

question! The Fast CAT test is a timed 100 yard dash for dogs. It is a fun and healthy activity for 

dogs and their owners which will answer the intriguing question In the FAST CAT®, dogs chase a 

lure in a straight line 100-yard dash and the dog’s time is converted to give their average speed 

for the run in miles per hour. Owners can then see how fast their dogs their dogs can run! 

Dogs can earn titles as well; each dog’s speed is converted into points after 

taking into account their height handicap, and once a dog reaches a 

specified number of points, titles are awarded to all dogs that are at least 

twelve months of age and are individually registered or listed with the 

AKC (registered purebred, FSS, PAL or AKC Canine Partner). Most dogs 

instinctively chase the lure once it starts moving, the course is straight so no 

sharp turns are required, and the area is fenced to allow the owner to easily catch 

dogs who may not recall quickly. 

 Dogs of all shapes, sizes, breeds, and pedigrees are welcome to come out to 

GNFG in Perry, GA on May 13-16, 2021 and give Fast CAT a try. The events 

are sponsored by the Macon Kennel Club. 

LIMITED Fun Runs will be available to those who just want to see what Fast 

CAT is all about. Your dog does NOT have to be registered with the AKC to 

do a Fun Run. 

 

 

On-site registration will take place from 10 am to 2 pm Thursday May 13th - Sunday 16th . until the event fills. 

Please check the website for entry and weather updates. www.speeddogcoursing.com                          

               

      

          Come run with us!! 

® 


